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The terms of reference of the Commission for Hydrology include responsibility
for the development ond promotion of those aspects of operational hydrology related
to the supply of hydrological and meteorologicol dota for water resources projects.
In order to provide guidance material on this subject, the WMO Secretariat,

on the recommendation of the President of the Commission for Hydrology,
Professor E. G. Popov (U.S.S.R.), ond the WMO Executive Committee Ponel of Experts
for the International Hydrological Decade, arranged for the preparation of a report

by Dr. V. G. Andrejanov (U.S.S.R.). The report wos subsequentl.y reviewed by
the Commission's Working Group on Design Data for Woter Resources Projects ond
by other experts in the field, who suggested that it should be published by WMO.
It was thereafter decided to include it in the "Operational Hydrology Reports"
series and the present publication is the result of this decision.
It is

0

great pleosure for me to express the thanks of WMO to Dr. Andrejanov

for his valuable contribution to a very important topic.

D. A. Dovies
Secretary General

SUMMARY
This Operational Hydrology Report is devoted to 0 discussion of the
methodology for calculating meteorological and hydrologicol charocteristics and
parameters and to methods of calculating individuol elements of the hydrometeorological regime; it also contains a summary of the characteristics and parameters
required in the planning of various structures and measures for various types of
water resource use.

RESUME
Le present Rapport d'hydrologie operationnelle anolyse la methodologie
du calcul des caracteristiques et des parametres meteorologiques et hydrologiques
et expose les methodes de calcul utilisees pour chacun des elements du regime
hydrometeorologique. II contient egalement un resume des caracteristiques et
des parametres necessaires pour 10 planification des differents types d'ouvrages
ainsi que des mesures afferentes aux divers modes d'utilisation des ressources
en eau.
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RESUMEN
El presente informe sobre hidrologIa operative esta consogrcdo 0 un examen
de 10 metodologfo que permite celculor los corccter!sticas y 105 parametros meteoro16gicos e hidro16gicos y determinar los metodos de c61culo de cada uno de los elementos del regimen hidrometeoro16gico; contiene asimismo un resumen de las carccterIsticas y parametros necescrios para 10 plcnificcci6n de diverses estructures y medidos de diferentes tipos de utilizaci6n de los recursos hIdricos.

1.

INTROOUCTION
This report provides an overall picture of the various basic meteorological

and hydralagical data and analysis concerning the planning of structures for
different types of water resources development.
Owing to the large number of hydraulic engineering structures and the variety
of characteristics and parameters used in the planning of such structures, this
publication is confined to a discussion of the main calculation methods. General

methods (sections 2 and 3), and methods concerning the main hydrometeorological
regimes are given (sections 4 to 8). No details of calculations or practical
recommendations on the subject are presented. Meteorological and hydrological
calculations OIe discussed in a large number of publications and particularly in
WMO publications such as (1, 2, 3), in general nomographs (4-12) and in nomographs
and articles on individual elements of meteorological and hydrological regimes.
A list of these publications has been appended to this report and references in the
text are made to the appropriate source.
Section 2 of this report also adds some basic considerations concerning water
works (water power) calculation methods, as the planning requirements for water
power depend, to a considerable extent, on the river flow calculations.

Section 3 is devoted to a discussion of how to take into account changes in

meteorological and hydralogical regimes brought about by man's activities.

Methods

of calculation with, or without, observation data are discussed in sections 4 to 8.
In order to describe in more graphic form the various characteristics and
parameters of meteorological and hydrological regimes required for planning purposes,

they are presented in the form af

a table,

structure, as well as by regime element.

subdivided by type of flow use, type of
In this connexion, an

indication is given

of the relevant basic information used, the calculation methods employed, and the
characteristics and parameters obtained in this way.
This publication has been prepared on the basis of experience acquired in the
Soviet Union with the development of water resources.

2.

GENERAL METHODOLOGY FOR METEOROLOGICAL, HYDROLOGICAL AND HYDRO-ECONOMIC
CALCULATIONS

2.1
Data on river flow are of basic importance in planning the use of water
resources. For this reason, the greatest emphasis in analysing the methods of
analysis is placed on river flow and less attention is devoted to other hydro-

logical and meteorological elements (6, 9, 11).

- 2 2.2

Modern methods of calculating river flow are based on the following main
considerations:
(a)

Variations in natural river flow, during the relatively short period of

hydrometric observations and the existence of the planned structure, are assumed to
be random variations about a stable mean regime;

(b) There eX15~S a general pattern in flow variations by season, in
accordance with the annual cycle of the earthls rotation around the sun;

(c) The annual maximum and minimum discharge obey the general law governing
the distribution of probabilities of random values of varying magnitudes.

Similar assumptions are basically valid in respect of other hydrological and
meteorological elements (13, 14).
In accordance with these assumptions, calculations of meteorological and

hydrological characteristics should be carried out mainly in the form of probabilities,
and individual values of exceedance probabilities are given in accordance with the
requirements of hydro-economic planning (see 2.4).

2.3

Probability curves and their parameters

Probability curves of hydrometeorological elements are described with
sufficient accuracy by three parameters, whose formulae, by the method of moments,
are given below.
The mean annual value
)(

X
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;

where x; is the value of the i-th year of the series and n is the number of years
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S.N. Krickli and M. F. Menkel (8) have developed the following formula to
determine the standard error of the ordinate of the probobility curve
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and can be determined from the graph compiled from them.

It should be noted that formulae (4-7) describe only the errors resulting
from the use of a small sample of n terms, such as the actuol series of meteorological and hydrological choracteristics, o~d fail to take into account errors
in the measurement of these elements. Moreover, the formuloe only provide 0 certoin
average value of the error, and the actual error in each specific case may vary from
o to 3 £ depending on the representativeness of the small sample in comparison to
the overall set.
The stondard error of Cs from formula (6), for available observation
periods, is extremely large (for exomple, where n = 50 and Cv = 0.40, Ecs = 44%),
so that in actual calculations, the value of the ratio Cs/Cv is used to compare the
spread of the dota about the analyticol curve as well as to compore all results for
a large geogrophical orea.

- 4 For most of the rivers in the humid zones of the U.S.S.R., the probability
curves of annual flow and snow-melt flaods are well described by the Pearson type III
distribution; where the value Cs/Cv = 2. The ratio Cs/Cv = 3 is more suitable for
floods arising from rainfall and for discharges of mixed origin in rivers situated
in lowland areas. For mountain rivers the value of Cs/Cv = 4 (15) is most generally
applicable.
The three-parameter gamma distribution method developed by S. N. Krickiiand
M. F. Menkel (8) is also used in the U.S.S.R. (particularly for floods), and for
this purpose the zera value of the ordinate of the probability curve always
corresponds to the probability P = 1, regardless of the value of the ratio Cs/Cv.
Wide use is also made of hand drawn probability curves on the basis of plots
of empirical points on various probability papers.
Increasing use, in determining the parameters of the probability curve, is
recently being made of the maximum likelihood method (16), which produces somewhat
smaller systematic errors when the characteristic being investigated has a large
variation. Also used is the grapho-analytical method of G. A. Alekseev (17) in
which the values of all three parameters are selected simultaneously on the basis
of the ordinates of the three probability values 0.50, 0.95 and 0.05, taken from a
previously constructed empirical curve.
Generally speaking, the main requirement in determining the analytical
probability curve is that it should fit the entire set of data.
In calculating the maximum values of the characteristic being investigated,
however, preference should be given to the fit in the low probability zone and, in
the calculation of minimum values, to the fit in the high probability zone. In this
connexion it should be borne in mind that the actual probability of extreme data in
the zone of very small and very high probability may differ substantially from that
determined on the basis of one of the empirical formulae
p

=

p

=

m

0.3

n + 0.4

(8)

or
m
n + ,

(8a)

where n is the total number of terms in the series and m is the rank of the term as
listed in a series ranked in descending arder and P is the probability.
In some cases, neither an equation of the Pearson type III nor any other
equation describing un i-modal probability distribution curves fits the data. This
is due to the genetic heterogeneity of terms in the series of randam values.
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This happens, for exomple, with a river:flow in a dry zone, whose annual
flow in wet years is the highly varioble spring floods and is mainly ground-woter
flow in relatively dry years. This same applies also to seasonal flows, for which
those terms in the series reflecting abundant water are from flood runoff (of rainfall origin in the summer or periods of snow-melt during the winter), and the terms
reflecting dry conditions are due to stable sub-surface outflow.
Multi-model probability distribution curves and composite probability
curves apply to these cases, each term of which has its own statistical parameters (18).
To these cases correspond multi-modal probability distribution curves and
composite probability curves, each term of which has its own statistical parameters (17). Here it is advisable simply to construct an empirical probability
curve if no extrapolation is required in the zone of low or high probabilities.
2.4

Since annual variations in river flow are governed by probability distri-

bution patterns, the results of hydro-economic calculations carried out on the basis

of annual flow data are also subject to the same general laws and are expressed in
the form of probabilities. The probability of individual hydro-economic characteristics, such as the annual water yield or water energy, describes the extent to which
this yield (or a greater amount) is guaranteed. It is usually given as a meon value
for each type of water resource use, depending on the uncertainty the user is willing
to take on the basis of technical and economic considerations.

It should be noted that only in the simplest cases (for example, in calculating the passage through a structure of a flood peak without its attenuation
by a reservoir) does the probability of the flow characteristic coincide with the
probability obtained as a result of the economic analysis. In more complex cases,
this probability is determined on the basis of calculations carried out for a
series of years, for exampl~ for the passage of a flood with varying hydrograph
shapes of different probability.
In multi-annual flow regulation, what is important is the probability of
given water volumes and the duration of a group of relatively dry years rather than
the probability of minimum flows.
However, as even the longest of ovoilable series of flow do to fail to show
a pattern of grouping of years of different water omount and durotion, and as regulotion colculotions based on the series fail to yield stable results, generolized
methods of calculating multi-onnual regulation were developed by S. N. Krickiiond
M. F. Menkel (9) and A. D. Sovarenski (19), based on the known potterns of the
frequency of groupings of terms in series of random values.

Colculotions of multi-onnuol regulation on the basis of these methods
enabled Jo. F. Ple~kov (11) to compile graphs of the relationship between reguloted
woter yield, as a proportion of mean onnual water dischorge, oZ, and the onnuol
component of reservoir capacity, as a proportion of mean annual flow volume,

and the coefficient of variotion of annual flow Cv for various volues of yield
probability P and for the constant value Cs/Cv = 2.

~'/

- 6.This calculation method wos subsequently improved by S. M. Krickliond
M. F. Menkel (20) by toking into occount the onnuol seriol correlotion coefficient
~,
and I. V. Gugli (21) has campiled graphs, similar to Ple~kov's graphs but
taking into account the influence of k where the value X = 0.3. corresponds on
the average to most of the large rivers in the Soviet Union.
These general regulation calculation methads, however, suffer from the
following shartcomings:

(a) They fail to take into account the seasonal regulating capacity component which is determined separately (usually in an approximate manner);
(b.)

They are unable to take into account changes in the use of water or

water energy, variations in head, etc.

V. G. Andrejanov (22, chapter XV) to some extent improved the method of
determining the seasonal component of capacity and total regulating capacity, and
also took variations in use into account.

Owing to the shortcomings mentioned above inherent in calculations based on
actual flow series and general regulation calculation methods, extensive use has

recently been made of models of very long annual flow series (1 000 years and more)
using the Monte Carla method to assess the statistical parameters of annual flow
(0, Cv, Cs, 4), supplemented by the coefficients of serial correlation (23).
V. P. Zaharov (24) has proposed a method of modelling series of monthly flows
taking into account the above statistical parameters for each month of the year.
Very long series of synthetic flow ensure the stability of the parameters and
at the same time make it possible to determine the required regulating capacity
without its arbitrary division into multi-annual and seasonal components, and to
take into account variations in the use of water and water energy, the operations of
reservoirs on the basis of dispatcher procedures, etc.
In view of current planning requirements, therefore, it is necessary to deter-

mine not only actual flaw series but also their statistical parameters (Q, Cv, Cs and
~

) which can serve as a basis for regulation calculations using generalized

methods and for compiling (by the Monte Carlo method) synthetic series for detailed
hydro-economic calculations.
Substantial energy and economic advantages are obtained in the creation of
large combined power systems as a result of asynchronous multi-annual variations in
the values of annual and seasonal flow on rivers situated in various physical geographical regions. This fact should also be taken into account in planning the use
of water resources (25).

- 72.5

The analysis of basic meteorological and hydrological data and their
correction

The meteorologicol and hydrological data used in planning should be onalysed
accuracy of measurement and the· incorporation of instrument corrections;
maintenance of the same physical geographical conditions in the catchment area as

as regards:

a whole; and determination of the representativeness of the point of measurement

for planning purposes.
Any error should be eliminated as much as possible. Specifically, correctiorn
should be made to instrumental errors in rainfall data to take into occount the
wetting of and evaporation from the receiver as well as for losses caused by wind
(particularly in the case of solid precipitation), depending on the extent to which
the gauge is protected in accordance with the instructions (26).
Data on river flow should be analysed to ensure that:
(a)

All flow in the main channel, and in the other channels of the river

has been taken into account;

(b) The wat·er level· used for control

is

not· affected by obstructions, ice

jams and dams and overgrown channels;

(c) The relationships between water discharges and stages have been calculated correctly in the case of on open channe~under ice cover, dUFing transitional
periods in the case of an unstable channel, and where the channel is overgrown;
(dj

Koting curves extrapolated if required to cover range of observed

(e}

There is correspondence between discharges below tributaries and the

stages;

sum of the flow of tributaries, taking into consideration changes in discharge
due to storage between sections being compared;

(f)

Calculations of flow at hydraulic engineering structures have been

carried out correctly;

(g)

The nature and extent of changes brought about in the channel and

the reservoir by man's activities.

3.

EFFECT OF THE INFLUENCE OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL ELEMENTS

3.1
What has been said in section 2.2 concerning the stability of variations in
meteorological and hydrological elements makes it necessary to ensure the uniformity
of terms in the statistical series with respect to the physical and geographical
conditions governing it. The uniformity of the series is disrupted when these
conditions are changed as a result of man's activities. Restoration of this unity
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requires adjustments of the hydrologic series, for the years following the introduction of substantial changes, to the original natural situation. If this adjustment is impossible, years with an artificially altered regime must be excluded from
the flow series. In addition, the altered characteristics of the meteorological
and hydrological regimes must be calculated in advance for various stages of the
development of economic activities and they must be taken into account in planning
the operation of water works with respect to these stages.
3.2
In changes brought about by water works, a distinction should be made
between changes in the channel ~ystem and changes in the river basin.
When changes are made in the channel system (withdrawal of water from the
river for various economic requirements, additional evaporation from the surface
of the reservoir, inflow of return and sewage water, transfer from another river
basin and pumping of artesian water, flow regulation by ponds and reservoirs),

they can be taken into account and the natural characteristics of river flow be
computed by means of relatively simple water balance calculations.
These transformations are accompanied by only insignificant microclimatic
changes in meteorological characteristics in the inundated area and along the

banks of reservairs.

They can be disregarded with the exception of the increased

evaporation from the inundated orea referred to above.

In this case, calculations are required to compute the natural flow
characteristics for the time interval in question. At each section of a hydraulic
engineering structure the following adjustments should be made to the value of
measured flow through the structure:

(a)

Add amount of water withdrawn along the entire length of the river
upstream of the section in question;

(b)

Adjust for temporary starage during the filling of the reservoir;

(c)

Deduct inflow of return and channelized water, the transfer af flow
from other river basins;

(d)

Adjust for water used in lowering the level of reservoirs. If the
stretch af the river an which the changes occur is long, the lag
time of the water added to or withdrawn from the flow must be taken
into account.
An example of this pracedure is that used for the natural flow of the Upper
Volga Basin River which has been reconstituted for ten years (27).
3.3
When a series of reservoirs has been canstructed on a river, the planning of
their operational r~gime entails the calculation of a water balance far each one at
manthly (or ten-day) intervals on the basis of an equation in which the input terms
are flow through a hydro-complex upstream, lateral inflow in the section between two
hydro complexes, precipitation onto the surface af the reservoir, and inflow of
return and sewage water. The output terms are flow through a hydra-camplex
downstream, evaporation from the surface of the reservoir (minus precipitation)
and withdrawal of water for various purpases. The difference between the input

- 9 and autput terms give the accumulatian term, determined by changes in reservair
capacity. The data af this balance can alsa be used far the recanstitutian af
natural flaw characteristics (28).
3.4

Changes in river flaw

r~gime

as a result af transfarmatians made in the

catchment area (irrigation, flooding, drainage, agrotechnical measures, the felling

ar planting af farests, urbanizatian, etc.) also accampanied by changes in the groundwater regime, the meteoralogical regime and elements of the heat balance, including
evapatranspiration,can be determined only by means of complex water/heat balance
calculations based on data obtained through special investigations at experimental
basins and plats (see, for example, 22, chapter I, and 29).
The results of these calculations can also be used for the reconstitution of
natural flow characteristics and for the prior calculation of meteorological and
hydrological characteristics at various stages in the development of the
economic activities referred to above.

It is extremely impartant to bear in mind that calculatians of optimum
irrigation must be based on the future air temperature and humidity regime, the soil

regime and elements af the heat balance, as altered by these measures. The 5ame
applies to calculations of drainage and ather land improvement schemes.
In order to determine changes and to calculate in advance the meteorological

and hydralogical characteristics that will be changed as a result of hydro-economic
activities, changes in the chemical and biological quality of the water must be
assessed at the same time.

4.

COMPOSITION AND PRESENTATION OF METEOROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Two types of information on meteorological elements are used in planning
water resource use.

(0)

For a general climatic description of conditions for the construction

and the operatian of structures (30), the following data, arranged in a calendar
form by months, are needed: average annual and extreme air temperature and humidity
(absolute and relative), cloud. amount, liquid and solid precipitation, snow cover

and the water equivalent of the snaw, wind speed and direction, the number of days
with precipitation (over 0.1 mm), the number of days with negative temperatures,
the duration of sunshine, the temperature of the 50il at the surface and at various
depths.
In addition, information is needed on temperature variations and air humidity
during the course of the day, the depth of freezing, glazed frost, and permafrost,
if any.
(b)

(14, 30).

Special data required for the calculatian af hydrological characteristics
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(i)

In calendar form by months: actinometric data (mean ond for
individual years) - as related to solar radiation (direct and diffuse),
albedo, effective radiation, the radiation balance - for water-heat
balance calculations with a view to determining evaporation from a land
and water surface;

(ii)

In the form of probabilities: frequency of daily totals of prec,p'tation of various intensity and duration during the day - for calculations of flood flow; frequency of calm and windy periods of
different speeds and direction - for the calculotion of air flow
over catchments.

5.

METHOD OF CALCULATING ANNUAL FLOW

5.1

The characteristics of multi-annual variations in annual flow are used

basically in calculations of multi-annual flow regulation (see section 2.4). Various
regulation calculation methods entail the use of a direct series of annual flow
values for the observation period as well as statistical parameters of the probability distribution curve (mean,Cv and Cs,or Cs/Cv). Because the results of the
regulation calculation are influenced by cyclical flow variations ond associated
groupings of years when hydrological conditions vary in duration and frequency
according to the serial correlation, a fourth statistical parameter the serial
correlation coefficient ~a , is added to the three mentioned above.

5.2

For 0 short observation series, its representativeness should be checked on
the basis of the following three criteria:

(0)

Its relation to cyclical variation changes;

(b) The degree of fitting of the distribution of the short series
the distribution of the long series;

(c)

to

The probability of the driest n year period.

5.3

The accuracy of determining the mean annual flow from a specific period
depends not only on the number of years, as is clear from formula (4) for the mean
square error t"i, but also on the occurrence of this period in relation to
cyclical variation phases. The actual error will be smaller if the observation
period covers an equal number of wet and dry cyclical variation phases. Errors will
reach maximum values (up to ~ , ( ) if the period covers only the dry or wet phase.
For this reason, the largest number of pairs of wet and dry cyclical variation
phases should be used in determining mean flows (31, 3.2, 33). The position of the
short period in relation to cyclical variation phases is determined by comparing the
~

mass curve of the deviations of modular coefficients from the average

Z.
-1

(k-l),

for the short series in question, with a similar curve for the longest flow series
available in the same physical and geographical area. In order to ensure greater
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comporability, these curves should be standardized, .i.e. the ordinates of both
L

curves should be computed by means of the formula

~

(1<"--1)
Cv

and the ordinates

of the short series multiplied by the modular coefficient of this period on the bosis
of data for the long period (31). This verification is unnecessary in the case of
flow series of over 50-60 years.
The second criterion of the representotivness of a short series is the uniform relationship of years when hydrologic conditions differed. This is checked on
the basis of the long series probability curve which are plotted empirical points
for which the corresponding years ore noted. The points corresponding to years
covered by the short series are singled out. Their distribution on the probobility
curve indicates how uniformly years of different hydrologic conditions are represented in the short series.

The third criterion of representotiveness concerns the probability of the
driest group of years in the series in question which, for multi-onnual flow regulations, governs to a considerable extent the required regulation capacity (its
multi-annual component). The probability of this n value is determined from the
probability curve of n year periods from the variation coefficient Cvn

CVr\. =

Cv

(9)
.4 _

A, a.

assuming that Cs/Cv = 2.
Here Cv is the coefficient of variation of annual flow in the year in question and
is the annual serial correlation coefficient.
For the specific case of

4~

=0
(9a)

The probability obtained is compared with the design probability.
If the probability obtained is greater than that given in the project, then
the multi-annual regulation capacity calculated for the short series in question
will be on the high side and, if it is smaller,it will be on the low side.
5.4
An actual series of short duration and unrepresentative in terms of the
criteria referred to above can be increased to a long series by graphical or
analytical correlation with a long series using corresponding annual values in
-1
-2
1.s .km .

~~
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The mean of the short series can be obtained directly from the linear
relationship and the annual meon of the long series. In the case of a curvilinear
relationship or where a long series must be obtained for planning purposes, all
terms of the series can be determined from this relationship.
Transformation is possible when the correlation coefficient is
- 0.8, and if the error of the computed mean

= 0.7

,t

=

(10)

does not exceed the error of determining the mean from the unreduced short series.
E, is the mean square error of the observations of the long series and

Here

=

(11)

is the error in increasing the short series to a long series and n is the number of
years of simultaneous observations.

Graphic methods are also available for adjusting the parameter Cv to a long
series. G. A. Alekseev's grapho-analytical method (17) can be used for the simultaneous adjustment to a long series of all three parameters of the probability
curve (mean, Cv and C5).
If even the long series is insufficiently representative of the probability
of the dry n year period, and if more accurate and detailed flow regulation calculations are necessary, steps must be taken to model a series of very long duration
on the basis of the four statistical parameters (mean, Cv , C5 and1e).
The Monte Carlo method of modelling annuol flow series is described in the
literature (23, 34).

5.5
If no flow data are available, the mean annual flow can be determined for
a flat area by interpretation of an isoline map of available mean annual values in
-1

·-2

l.s .km •
For mountainous regions the some can be done on the basis of
correlation with altitude for available data on catchment areas similarly situated
in relation to the basic direction of movement of moisture-saturated air mosses and
hydrogeological conditions.
When mean flow maps are compiled, no account is taken of the mean values of
small rivers, since they may differ considerably from areal values owing to local
conditions (incomplete drainage of groundwater flow, subsurface water exchange with
adjacent rivers, different forest cover, marshy conditions, types of soil and earth,
etc.). For these rivers, corrections must be made in the areal values of mean
annual flow in the light of the factors referred to above. For the same reason,
the mean volues taken directly from a map cannot be used for such rivers.
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In plotting data on a map, the mean stream flow in areas where there are a
large number of lakes must be reduced to the flow of rivers in oreas without lakes
and a correction (32, 33) in accordance with the following formula must be made to
the mean flow.

=

(~

- /0)

+

(p - E) 1<-__

(12)

.v"

where ~1 is the true mean flow of the river with lake areas (in 1.s-l,km-2 ),
/~ ,is the mean flow determined from the map, P is the mean annual precipitation in
the river basin (in rom), E is mean annual evcporation from the water surface, in

mm, and

-1'-

is the area of the lakes as a proportion of the area of the basin.

The coefficient of variation Cv of annual flow for a flat area, in the
absence of data, is determined by one of the empirical formulae ~O, 32, 3~ as a
relation of the mean flow to the area of the catchment basin and the percentage of
lakes creoifor mountainous areas, as a relation to the average altitude of the catchment area. The numerical parameters of these formulae are determined from the i501ine
map or on the basis of regional .values,in the same way as the ratio cs/eve Th~ statis-

tical parameters (mean, Cv and Cs) found in this way far a river without data and the
value ~A adopted on the basis of regionalized data can be used to construct, by
means of Monte Carlo methods, a very long annual flow series from a river without

data in the same way as if observed data were available.
6.

METHOD OF CALCULATING FLOW DISTRIBUTION DURING THE YEAR

6.1
If flow observation data are available, calculations of seasonal and, sometimes,multi-annual regulation are carried Qut directly on the basis of the available
series of monthly (or lO-day) flaw values.
If this series is short, it can be lengthened by analytical or graphical
carrelation with monthly (or IO-day) discharges of a long series, although the
relationships obtained are considerably less accurate than for annual flaw. It is
therefore better to model, using the Monte CorIo method, a continuous series of

monthly discharges by the method developed by V. P. Zaharov (35), which entails the
establishment for each month, of statistical parameters of the probability curves
of monthly discharge and monthly serial correlation coefficients ,~~. These coefficients vary from a value near unity during the recession of the spring floods

to a value near zero before the rise of the spring flood.
Use can also be made of another modelling method proposed by G. G. Svanidze
(22) which he has named the fragment method and in which, depending on the probabilities of hydrologic conditions of each year l a certain relative distribution by

seasons of the year (or months) is adopted for modelling.

In the case of slight

multiannual regulation I when distribution during the year is of considerable
importance in determining the required regulation capacity, the results of the
regulation calculation are more reliable if V. P. Zaharov's method of modelling a
continuous series of monthly values is used.
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6.2

~

The determination of the required seasonal regulation capacity or the

seasonal capacity component (in case of multi-cnnual- regulation) for a given yield
c~ ,and its probability P on the basis of a long monthly series, can be replaced

with a sufficient degree of accuracy by a calculation with respect to one calculation
year. For this the distribution during the year is obtained by the composition
method, in which the annual flow, the flow of the period ond the season of
interest; have one and the same probability, as that given under planning conditions

(21, 35).
The period and season of interest are designated in proportion to their
relative hydraulicity conditions during the year and water requirements in terms

of the major form of flow use. For example, during the spring flood regime and the
utilization of flow for power production, the critical period is taken to be the law
water period of the year and the critical season is the drier part of the low water
period with greater consumption of water energy (winter). The limits of these
periods and seasons are fixed (uniform in all years) and their duration is rounded

off to the nearest month.
6.3
In practice, the method of calculating flow distribution by seasons of the
year consists of the following operations (22, 36):
(u)

Flaw values (monthly dischurge totals are used for the sake of simpli-

city) for the year, for the critical period and the critical season are arranged in
decreasing order. To each number m in this sequence corresponds a probability, in

accordance with the formula
p

=

rn

0.3

n + 0.4

(13)

where n is the number of terms in the series;

(b) These data are used as a basis for the construction of empirical flow
probability curves for the year and the critical period and season. These curves
are in turn used to determine their values (in monthly flow totals) given under the
conditions in which probability is calculated;
(c) The flow value for the nan-critical period is determined as the
difference between annual flow and flow in the critical period and the flow value
for the non-critical season as the difference between flow in the critical period
and that in the critical season;
(d) By dividing the flow of each of the seasons by the value of annual flow
we obtain the relative flow distribution by seasons as a proportion of annual flow.
6.4
Flow distribution by months (or 10-day periods) within each season is taken
to be the average figure (average low water within probabilities of 67 to 100 per
cent). In order to avoid the unnecessary smoothing of the distribution, monthly
discharges within each season are arranged in decreasing order and averaging is
carried out with respect to months with the same number in the sequence. The average

- 15 flow values thus obtained for each number in the monthly sequence are assigned to
the calendar month which appears most often in the years of the group of given
hydrologic conditians.
By dividing the average monthly values by the value of total monthly discharges for the corresponding season the relative values of monthly discharges as
as a proportian of seasonal discharge"are found, and by multiplying the latter by the
proportion of flow in the corresponding season of the year the relative distribution
of flow by months os a praportion of annual flow is obtained.
A comparison of the results obtained in colculating seasonal regulating
capacity on the basis of the calculated distribution in one year for a given
probability, computed in accordance with the method described abave, with a series
of monthly flow values for the entire abservation period, has indicated good agreement (22):
6.5
If a sufficiently long series of actual observations is available, a
simplified method of calculation consists in the selection of a colculation year
from among the actual years. For this purpose, actual years corresponding to the
yearly flow values critical period and season ranked in decreasing order are singled
out. The calculation year selected is the one in which the flow value for the yeor
and critical period and season are situated as close as possible to the line in the
table corresponding to the given probability.
6.6
If flow observation data are not available or are inadequate (period of less
than 10 years) the estimated distribution is determined by one of the following
three methods (22, 36):

(0)

By comparison with a .kno_wn river;

(b) With the help of local relationships between distribution parameters
and their correlation with the main physical and geographical factors (usually 3-4);
(c)
the year.

By regionalization of the characteristics of flow distribution during

The first method can be used only in flat areas with relatively uniform
physical and geographical conditions. The comparison is made between the flows
for the period of joint observations (not less than 1 year). The data from the
long series are used to decide upon the duration of seasons and the critical period,
average flow distribution by seasons as a proportion of annual flow, and average

seasonal flow distribution by months for groups of years with given hydrologic
conditions. In calculating the given probability distribution by seasons, the
correlation is made by using the modulus coefficient for the year and for the
critical periods.
The annual flow per unit area far a given probability is determined from
the value Cv calculated in accordance with the method described in section 5.

- 16 Under the second method, which is used when the bosin porameters (the average
altitude of the catchment area in mountainous regions, for example) or several basin

parameters vary considerably, steps must be token to assess the parameter(s) by
regionolization techniques.

If there are several basin factors, these relationships

are derived by multiple correlation.
In the third method, use con be made of regional schemes of flow distribution
during the year for various probabilities of given hydrologic conditions and for
various values of the main basin parameters.

The calculated relative flow distribution during the year for the known
river can be transferred only in rare cases directly to an unknown river. Information
can be transferred when the dimensions of both catchment areas and the bosin parameters are the same and when the distribution is approximately the same for one
common year of observations.

6.7
Calculations of seasonal flow regulation where water yield is more or less
constant during the year can be made from the daily discharge duration curve (see

22, chapter XII).

The indicotor of natural regulation during the year

'f (for

base

flow in general) is used in making general evaluations of the efficiency of river

flow utilization.
The coefficient of flow irregularity
d., A - 'f was recommended for the
same purpose by a United Nations Group of Experts for the study of the hydraulic
energy resources of European rivers.

7.

METHOD OF CALCULATING MINIMUM FLOW

7.1
If observation data are available, the statistical parameters of probability
curves of minimum monthly discharges during the year (separately for summer and
winter) are determined in the same way as the parameters of annual flow, except

that the regional ratios Cs/Cv fluctuate over a broader range than for onnual flow
(37, 38).
.
Conversion from monthly to daily minimums is made through their average
correlation for all years.
7.2

In the absence of observation data, m,n,mum monthly discharges are determined

from maps of isolines of minimum flows per unit areai by interpolation between
points for which observations are available (for average years)i or on the basis of
empirical correlations with drainage area and regionalization.

Conversion from the monthly minimum to the daily minimum is also mode by
means of an empirical formula whose coefficients have regional values.
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8.

METHOD OF CALCULATING MAXIMUM FLOW

8.1

If observation data are availoble, calculations of moximum discharges from
snow-melt and roinfall as well as flow volumes (as depths) during spring floods are
based on probability curves extrapolated analytically or graphically to the very
small probability volues required for planning purposes (8, 10, 12, 57).
If the observation series available is short, the series itself or its
statistical parameters are lengthened by correlation with a long series (17).
8.2
In the absence of observation data, the maximum rates per unit area of snowmelt runoff can be calculated by means of the general formula (39,40):

(14)
th e maXlmum
.
fl ow rate per vnlt
. area.
. (1.s -1 . km -2) with the
probability P, ~DA. is the maximum rote of unit area inflow into the
chonnel network with the same probability,
f is a coefficient of reduction of
the maximum flow rate per unit area and
is the coefficient of attenuation of
where

Cl
I~

•
~s

y

the maximum flow rate per unit area owing to the presence of lakes, forests and
marshes in the catchment area.

The
approoches of various outhors differ as regards the methods
they use to determine the coefficients - depending on the area of the catchment
basin or lag timeT and also on the coefficient which takes into account flow
voriations during the day.
The value of the inflow per unit orea is determined on the basis of
regionalized '1 'r: data ,which are colculated from formula (15) by reference to
known values of '7
'f ond
,or by multiplying the flow depth hp by a
coefficient Ko (where Ko and hp are also determined on the basis of regionalized

r,

.y

data)1 or as a function of snow and precipitation amounts during the snow-melt

period.
The values hp are generally determined for

0

probability P

= 1%;

for other

exceedance probabilities P. coefficients of transition are used to determine the

values hp.

L

8.3
All the genetic calculation schemes used to determine maximum discharges
from rainfall in the absence of flow observation data take into account the
following components of the flood flow formation process:

'(0)

The inflow of precipitation over the catchment;

(b) Water losses on slopes;
(c) Runoff down slopes;
(d) Flow transformation in the channel system.

- 18 In most calculations, precipitation reduction curves are used as the basic
function determining the arrival of water in the catchment area; these curves

represent the relationship between the greatest mean precipitation intensity ~,~
of the given probability and the averaging time interval '7: (40). Same 30 standard
precipitation reduction curves have been constructed for the territory of the
U.S.S.R. on the basis of precipitation gauge station data.
The intensity of flow formation on slopes is determined either from the
difference between precipitation and lasses by absorption, or by multiplying precipitation by the flow coefficient which depends on the nature of the soil and
ground and precipitation reduction curves.

The average velocity is determi.,ed from hydraulic formulae, and lag time
is obtained by dividing the length of the channel by the average velocity. Flow
transformation in the channel network is calculated by one of the following basic
methods:

(0) The approximate analytical solution of a differential channel flow
equation (42);
(b)

The grapho-analytical solution of this equotion (43);

(c)

The isochrane method (44, 45);

(d)

The unit hydrograph method, which is widely used throughout the world
(46, 47, 48).

The maximum flow per unit area

i

~

f

used in the isochrone method, is

determined from the average maximum water yield for the calculated
( .i'-() on the basis of the maximum intensity formula

'If =

A."

>

lag time

(15)

where ~ ('i:) is the ordinate of the precipitation reduction curve, Hp is the depth
of daily precipitation for a given probability P, and d.. is the coefficient of
flow.
8.4
All the regional empirical formulae used in the calculation of the maximum
unit area rain floods of given probability, employed mainly for basins larger than

2

200 km , can be reduced to the fallowing

(16)

=
'

1

Here the coefficient of reduction 'f ;~J where F is the drainage area
and
is a coefficient which accounts for the influence of lakes, forested areas
and marshy areas. The value of ro~ and the coefficient n, which varies from 0.30
for forested areas to 0.80 for steppes, are regionalized values.

J
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Spring flood and rain flood hydrographs can, if observations are available,
be prepared from conceptual models or by fitting of probability distribution
curves. Snow-melt runoff variations during the day must be token into account
in small catchment areas and it is better to prepare the hydrographs on the basis
of the distribution curve in the case of rain floods.
When a hydrograph is prepared from the maximum (peak) discharge and its
volume, uniform probability peak discharge and volume are used, or the correlation
between volume and peak discharge is taken into account. In this case, if transformation of flood flow by reservoir is insignificant; the calculated probability
must be ossigned to the peak discharge, and in the event of considerable transformation, to flood volume.
8.6
If the hydraulic engineering structures are arranged in downstream order,
the river is divided into separate sections, namely, pools forming channel reservoirs.

In this case, the maximum flow hydrograph into the reservoir is prepared from the
discharge hydtograph through the upstream structure and from hydrogrophs of inflow
entering the reservoir as well as from interflows.
As lag. in the reservoir is many times greater thon channel lag, under

natural conditions, the preparation of a discharge release hydrograph through the
upstream structure and hydrographs of lateral inflows may result in a more accurate

summary hydrograph and give a greater value of maximum inflow discharge to the downstream structure.

This consideration must be borne in mind in calculating the

passage of released discharges through the structures in the series.

CONSOLIOATEO TABLE OF THE METEOROLOGICAL ANO HYOROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS ANO PARAMETERS REQUIRED IN PLANNING WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

Structure

Meteorological
and
hydrological
elements

Calculation
characteristics

Basic
information

Calculation methods

Purpose

Observations

and parameters

General climatic characteristics
For all types Basic meteoro- Monthly and annual
of structures logical elevalues of elements
for the observaments
tion period

Average end maximum

monthly and onnuol
of meteorological
elements

I.
1.
Hydro power

or headworks
of an irrigation system

Y

etc.

Annual flow

For long series - direct computation.
For short series - correlation with
long-term data

For assessment of
general construction
conditions and operation of existing
structures as well as
for construction calculations with respect
to temperature, wind,
load variations, etc.

/

HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES

Where flow observation data near the structure ore available

Annual flow values
for all observo~
ticn years at the
structure's section
or at the nearest
measuring section

Calendar annual flow
series at the structure section for the
observation period
and annual flow probability curve

Adjustment of annual flow values at the
measuring section to the structure's
section by correlation with drainage
area.
Calculation of statistical parameters
(mean, Cv, Cs,~~) and construction af
analytical probability curve. Fitting
of data to curve. Evaluation of accuracy of determining parameters from
mean square error formulae and from
degree of representativeness of the
series

For calculation
of multi-annual
flow regulation

Y
If hydroulic
structures are
arranged in downstream order,
hydrological calculations are made
not with respect
to flow at the
section of the
structure in question but for totals
of regulated flow
through the upper
structure plus
lateral inflow
between upper and
lower structures

Meteorological
Structure

and

hydrological
elements

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

Basic
information

2.
Hydro power Annual flow
plant or
headworks of
irrigation
system, etc.

Annual flow values
at the structure's
section or at the
nearest measuring
section
3.

Calculation methods

Purpose

If the observations series is short

Long annual flow
calendar series
and probability curve
of the long series

Adjustment to long series by carrelation
with river with long-term data

In the absence of flow observation data at the structure's section or near it

Statistical parameters of the
annual flow of the
region's rivers
that have been
studied

Statistical parameters of annual flow
(mean, Cv, Cs, !t..a) of
river that has not
been investigated at
the structure's
section

Compilation of regional i:fline ~~p o~
mean annual flows (in l.s
• km )
(for flat area) or correlation between
mean flow and average altitute of catchment area (for mountainous regions) to
determine mean flow of river not studied
at the structure's .section.
Calculation of Cv from the correlation
between mean flow and basin parameters
percentage of lakes area, average altitude of
catchment area), and regional values of
the numerical parameters of the formula.
Regionalization of Cs/Cv and of -i a when
modelling long series by Monte Carlo
methods, on the basis of the statistical
parameters obtained

4.
Annual flow

Observations

Annual precipitation totals from
meteorological
stations in the
region

In the absence of flow data for any of the region's rivers
Statistical parameters of onnual flow
(mean, Cv, Cs/Cv, It. a)

Determination of mean annual flow from. the
difference between mean precipitation and
mean evapotranspiration, computed by one of the
common formulae relating it to potential
evapotranspiration and to 0 moisture ~ndex (relationship between mean precipitation and mean
potential evapotranspiration)

'"'",

Meteorological
Structure

aod

hydrological
elements

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

Basic
information

1.
Hydro power
plant or
headworks
of irrigation system,
etc.

Flow distribution during
the year

Monthly (or 10day) water discharges for all
observation years
at the hydro
scheme's section
or at the nearest
measuring section

Calculation methods

Purpose

Observatians

Where flow observation data at the hydro scheme are available
Calculated distributian of flow by
seOsons and months
(or lO-day periods)
as a percentqge of
annual flow, meeting
requirements of equal
probability flow far
the year, for the
critical period and
season, with that
given in the project

(a) Calculation by composition method
empirical or analytical flow probability curve for the year and for
the critical period and season.
Flow distribution by seasons of the
year (as a percentage of the annual
flow) for the design probability.
Flow distribution by months (or 10day periods) and seasons (as a proportion of seasonal flow) and averages for given periods of various
hydrologic,. conditions

For calculation of
seasonaL flow regulation or determination
of seasonal component
of multi-annual regulation and also for determination of water
economy characteristics

,
tl
,

(b) Selection of calculation year from
among observation years

Tables of doily
discharges for
all observation
years

Cantinuous monthly
discharge for a very
long period

Determination of parameters of discharge
probability curves (mean,Cv, CslCv, ~a)
of flow for all months of the year.
Successive calculation of monthly discharge values by the Monte Carlo method

For calc~lati9n of ~~~ti
annual flow regulation
without division of regulating',capacity into seasonal and multi-annual components, and taking into
account variable yield,
release requirements, etc.

Curves of du~ation
of daily discharges
for all observation
years

Calculation of yearly individual frequency curves from grouped daily discharges. Calculation of exceedance
durations (from lower boundaries of
data)by totalling frequencies. Calculation with respect to all years of
coefficient ~ as area of duration
graph up to average discharge. Calculation of average ordinates of the
duration curve and the coefficient

For preliminary evaluation
of efficiency of using the
water resources of the river
in question, ·approximate determination of required seasonal regu1ation capacity

IP

Meteorological
Structure

and

hydrological
elements

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

Basic
information

2.
Hydra power
station,
headworks of
irrigation
system, etc.

Calculations methods

Purpose

Observations

If flow observation data are not available or inadequate

Flow distribu- Statistical para- Colculated flow distion during
tribution by seasons
meters (mean, Cv,
Cs/CY) of flow
the year
and months (or 10probability curves day periods) as a perfor the year and
centage of annual flow,
equally proboble for
for critical
periods and season the year and for crior corresponding
tical period and
season
empirical probability curves from
rivers in the region
that have been
studied

Compilation of mean regional flow map
for year and for critical period and
season.
Compilation of regional graphs of the
correlation between Cv of the critical
period and season with Cv of the annual
flow or graphs of the correlation between
the modulus coefficient of flow for the
year and those of the critical period and

For calculation of
seasonal regulation
or determination of
seasonal capacity
component

f1~~o~istribution by seasons as a percentage of annual flow for the design
probability.

I

~

Calculation of average flow distribution
by months (as a percentage of seasonal
flow) for given periods of various hydrologic conditions for the index rivers.
Flow distribution by months (or la-day
periods) as a percentage of annual flow
for the design probability
1.
Minimum
flow

Daily and monthly
discharges during
the observation
period

With flow observation data

Probability curves of
minimum monthly discharges (separately
for summer and winter
discharges). Values
of daily and monthly
minimum discharge relationships (summer
and winter)

Calculation of parameters· of probability
curves (mean,Cv, Cs/Cv) or plo~ting
empirical curves (for summer and winter). Determination of overage daily
and monthly minimum ratios from graphs
of their relationships (separately for
winter and summer)

Determinotion of
minimum design water or
water energy yield in
the absence of
flow regulotion.
Establishment of
limitations on
doily and seClsonal regulation
in the light of
navigationol and
health conditions

Meteorological
Structure

and

hydrological
elements

Basic
information

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters
2.

Minimum flow

Daily and monthly
minimum discharges
of the river in
question and the
index river

Daily and monthly
minimum discharges
on the basis of
rivers in the
region which have
been studied

Probability curves of
minimum monthly discharges (separately
for summer and winter
discharges). Values
of daily and monthly
minimum discharge relationships (summer
and winter)

scheme

Y

Maximum flow
Maximum
from snowdischarges
mel t and rain_ for observation
fall separately years

Increase to a longer period of the
mean and Cv from correlation with
index river. Adoption of calculation ratio Cs/Cv
.

Determination of m~ni_
mum design water or water
energy yield i~ the
absence of flow regulation. Establishment of
limitations on doily and
seasonal regulation in
the light of navigational
and health conditions

In the absence of observation data

Probability curves of
minimum monthly discharges (separately
for summer and winter
discharges). Valves
of daily and monthly
minimum discharge relationships (summer
and winter)
1.

Spillway
structures
of hydro

Observations

Purpose

Where observation data are inadequate

3.
Minimum flow

Calculation methods

Multiple correlation of the available
mean minimum monthly unit area flows
(summer and winter) with drainage areas,
presence of lakes and other basin parameters. Application of above results to
river in question
~o compute mean value.
Determination of Cv by formula of relationship with mean minimum monthly unit area
flows or by relationship with Cv of annual
flow. Adoption of regional value of Cs/Cv

"
I

~
I

Where olbservation data are available

Calculated maximum
discharge of given
probability

Calculation of parameters of probability Determination of
curve (mean,Cv, Cs).
number and sizes
of spillway aperCompilation and extrapolation of probatures
bility curve with analysis of greatest
observed maxima.
Determination of design maximum spring
(rain) flood
Calculation of parameters of probability
curve of volumes of spring floods and
rain floods
Determination of design spring (rain)flood
volume
Construction of design spring (rain)flood
hydrograph

y
In constructing
the series of hydrostructures, maximum
discharge and
spring (rain) flood hydrographs are determined by total! ing
discharge and hydrograph of discharge
through upstream
structure with corresponding discharge
and hydrographs of
lateral inflow between both structures

Meteorological
Structure

and

hydrological
elements

Bosic
informotion

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters
2.

S.pillway
structures
of hydro
scheme

Y

Maximum flow
(from snowmelt and
rainfall
separately)

Observations

Purpose

If observation data are inadeguate

Maximum annual dis- Calculated maximum
charges for spring discharge of given
flood and flood
probability
periods with respect to index river
3.

Calculation methods

Adjustment, to long record of index
river, of the parameters of probability curves of maximum discharges
and spring flood and flood volumes.
Determination of design maximum discharge and spring flood volume

In the absence of observotion

Determination of
number and sizes
of spillway apertures

dat~
I

Maximum snow- Data on maximum
melt flow
moduli and thaw
water hydrographs
of the rivers in
the region which
have been studied

Maximum discharge
and hydrograph of
given probability

V

Consolidation of data for the unit area on
00
(30-10-2)
max~mum J.nflow
or- m.s .km
or fl~w depth·hp (mm)·of a
.

9

1% probability and snow-melt rate
index K
a
Compilation of isoline maps of
Of..
or hp and establishment of regional
values Ko and coefficients A
of transition to other probabilities P.

7

Determination of design discharge taking
into account coefficient of reduction of
maximum discharge area jP, the coefficient
of attenuation j
owing to the presence of
lakes, forests and marshes and coefficient
of transition from 1% probability to design
probability by means of formula of type (14).

A

Compilation of design hydrograph from a model
or from a Pearson or Goodrich probability
distribution

If there is a
measuring section
on the river not
for from the hydro
scheme, the maximum discharge and
hydrograph can be
calculated on the
basis of measur_
ing, section data
ana the results of
the calculation
transferred to the
hydro scheme in
the light of any
differences in the
area of the catch_
ment basin

~

,

Meteorological
structure

and

hydrological
elements
Maximum rainfall flood

Basic
information

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

(a) Standard
Design maximum
regional curve discharge and
of precipi tahydrograph of
tion reduction given probability
for lag time
compiled on the
basis of special
recording rain
gouge investigation data or
(b) Probability curves
of daily precipitation from precipitation gauge or

Calculation methods

Purpose

Observations

Determination of precipitation depth from
standard reduction curve depending on log
time or depth of doily precipitation of given
probability.
Calculation of flow losses by infiltration;

Calculation of flow transformation by the solution of motion equations, the isochrone method
or the unit hydrograph method.
Determination of maximum discharge, taking into
account what has been said above, on the basis
of one of the general or regional formulae.
Compilation of design hydrograph on the basis of
probability distribution curve equation

(c) Regionalized data for
maximum unit area
floods for the rivers
in the region that
have been studied

struc~

tures of the
hydro scheme

Solid flow
(sediment)

Data on turbidity,
flow of sediments
(suspended and bedload) and their
mechanical composition for observo.
tion years

~
I

1.
All

,

If observation data are available

Probability curves of
Determination of calendar series of
annual sediment flow.
sediment flow and annual sediment flow
Cal"endar series of
probability curves on the basis of resediment flow values
lationships between sediment flow and
during on average year water flow
and during the years
of di fferent hydraulicity
Characteristics of
mechanical composition

Calculations of
sediment flow through
hydro scheme. Silting
up of reservoir and
channel deformation in
the pond below the hydro
scheme.
Considerations concerning wear and tear of
turbine blades and
other ports of structure

Meteorological
Structure

and

hydrological
elements

Basic
information

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters
2.

All struc_
tures of
the hydro
scheme

Solid flow
(sediment)

The same data for
rivers in the
region which have
been studied

Hydrochemistry Observation data
on chemical composition of water
by years and
seasons

Heat and ice
regime

Calculation methods

Purpose

Observations

In the absence of observation dato

Charocteristics of
variations in annual
sediment flow, their
distribution during
the year and their
mechanical composition

Use of the results for maps and regional
formulae

Calculated characteristics of chemical
composition of water
in the downstream
pool. of the hydro
scheme and in reservoir

Balance calculations of water mineralization in the reservoir and in downstream pool of the hydro scheme (: ll)

Data on the river's Calculation data for
heat regime under
heat regime of resernatural conditions. voir and downstream
Times and duration p'ool times and duraof ice phenomena,
tion of ice phenomena
characteristics of in reservoir and in
slush ice, ice dam downstream pool of
and floating ice
hydro scheme, iceformation. Charac- free area in downtedstics of meteo- stream pool and their
rological regime
variation during winduring the cold
ter. Calculation data
months of the year for rating curve in
(temperature, air
downstream pool of
humidity, wind
hydro scheme during
speed't!and direction,winter period dependactinometric data) ing on location of
edges of ice free areas

Heat calculations for reservoir and in
downstream pool' of hydro scheme.
Calculations of free surface curves in
lower pool: of hydro scheme for various
longitude of ice free area.

For calculation of
extent to which water
attacks concrete structures and for evaluation
of water use for water
supply, irrigation and
other purposes.
For calculating heads and
capacity of hydro power
station under winter
conditions, for determining temporary losses
due to ice formation in
reservoir, planning
measures to prevent
icing up of inlet
gratings

t<l
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Structure

Meteorological
c,d
hydrologicol
elements

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

Basic
information

1.

(0)
Downstream
pool of
hydro scheme

Water levels
Rating curve at
and discharges measuring section
nearest to hydro
scheme section.
Data for simultoneous measurements of levels
and discharges at
measuring section
and hydro scheme
section.

Calculation methods

In the absence of downstream hydro scheme backwater

Rating curve in
downstream pool of
of hydro scheme under
natural conditions and
taking into account
forecast of channel
deformation in downstream pool

Transfer of rating curve from
meosuring section to hydro scheme
section on the basis of relationship
of corresponding levels and calculations of curves of free surface
between both sections taking into
account lateral inflow between them

For calculation of
stability of backwater structures and
for determining heads
and capacity of hydro
power station (graphs
of their duration)

,
,
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(b)

Data for simultoneous measurements
of levels and discharges at hydro
scheme sections ond
at characteristic
sections downstream

Observations

Steady regime

Hydraulic characteristics of channel in stretch between sections

Hydraulic characteristics of channel of stretch
below hydro scheme
under natural conditions and with
channel deformation
following construction of hydro
schemes (open channel and freezingover conditions).

Purpose

With downstream backwater effects

Family of curves of
level relationships
for. pool downstream
of hydro scheme from
discharges through
scheme and series of
levels at downstream
hydro scheme, plus discharges of lateral inflow between hydro
schemes

Calculation of backwater curves for
downstream hydro scheme from various
water level marks in its upstream paol
and for various flow discharges through
hydro scheme ond discharges of lateral
inflow between hydro schemes

Meteorological
Structure

and

hydrological
elements

Basit:
information

2."
Downstream
pool" of
hydro scheme

Welter levels
and discharges

Channel
deformation

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

Calculation methods

Purpose

Observations

Unsteady regime and passage of spillway discharges and daily flow regulation

Hydraulic characteristics of the
channel.

Chronological graphs
af levels, velocities
and discharges at
characteristic secData on regime of
tions of downstream
passage of spill- pool' under characway discharges
teristic ,regimes of
and typical graphs
spillway structure
of doily regulaand hydro power plant
tion discharges
operation

Chonnel surveys
for series of
successive years
up to construction
of hydro scheme.
Data on regime of
sediment flow under
natural conditions
and considerations
concerning its regime under planning
conditions

Calculations of unst.eady reg1me from
existing methods (momentary regimes,
Muskingham method and derived methods,
etc.) (Sir

Overall deformation
Determination of morphological relascheme. Zone
tionships and development trends of
forecast of deformation the process (52)
(tendency for the
process to develop)

For calculation of
operating regime af
hydro power plant and
other structures of the
hydro scheme as well as
navigation conditions
and other economic
measures downstream of
the hydro scheme under
conditions of daily regulation and spring flood
release, specifically for
evaluation of danger of
inundation to industrial
buildings, dwellings and
agricul tural crops
For evaluation of changes
in the operating regime
of structures, levels of
downstream pool" conditions
of energy ex"tinction, heods
and other t:harocteristics
of operation of structures

I
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Meteorologicol
Structure

Reservoir

cod

hydrological
elements

Basic
information

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters

Water levels
Hydraulic characand discharges teristics of
reservoir or its
upstream channel
part.

Characteristic levels
in upstream pool of
hydro scheme, calendar
graphs of le~els and
discharges ot various
sections of channel
Curve of relationreservoir under norships between capamal operation of hydro
city and level of
power plant and passage
reservoir os a
flood
flow
whole or its parts.
Planning data for
regulation regime,
passage of flood flow

Calculation methods

Construction of curves of free surfoce
of reservoir under various operating
regimes of hydro power plant and passage of flood discharges.

Purpose

Observotions

Calculations of stability of structures;
Evaluation of navigation conditions

Calculation of unsteady regime in
channel part of reservoir

Water level
motions
(seiche,
surge, ond
return surqe,
wind waves
and other
fluctuations)

Frequency of calm
periods and wind
speeds of different
directions on the
basis of data from
meteorological sta_
tians surrounding
the reservoir

Characteristics of
wind woves, seiches,
surge and return surge
fluctuations in level,
their extent and frequency

Current

Data on wind
regime, morphometry of the
bottom and bonks
(under natural
conditions and
after their
transformation,
see below)

Schemes of drift and
Hydrodynamic calculations, laboratory
flow currents (their
research and numerical experiments
speeds and directions) based thereon (53)
under various meteorological conditions and
filling of the reservoir, release of spring
flood flow, etc.

Calculation of wind speeds over the
water surface of the reservoir. Calculation using available formulae, depending on wind speed, length of wind
race and depths dimensions and frequency of elements of wind wave (height,
length) near the hydro scheme's structures, coastal structures and settled
areas along the navigation route.
Calculation of seiche, surge and return
surge variations in level (their dimensions and frequency) (53)

Determination of freeboard
on the basis of the height
of the hydro scheme's structures, protective embankments, piers etc. Calculation of wave shocks and
design of various t,pes of
reinforcements. Evaluation
of navigation conditions

For calculation of reforming of bonks and floor
of reservoir, for evaluation of mixing of industrial
waste water and sewage
water flowing into the reservoir and for evaluation of
navigation conditions

,
~
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Meteorological
Structure

Reservoirs

and

hydrological
elements
Reforming af
banks and
floor of
reservoir

Basic
information

Morphometric data
on bonks of reservoir and its floor
(configu~otion of
shore line,characteristic profile
of shore slopes,
lithologic crosssections) •

Calculation
characteristics
and parameters
Extreme position of
shore line and profiles of shore slope
and beach.

Calculation methods

Calculations of the reformation of
bonks, profiles and shore line under
the influence of wind waves and
shore currents (54)

Forecasting the dedelopment reformation
of banks with time.

Reforming of reservoir floor in area
Mechanical composiwhere backwater topers
tion and other
off. Influence of recharacteristics of
formation of banks and
their lithology,
floor on the reservoir's
Calculated data
turbidity
for wave regime
and currents along
the shore
Evaporation
from the
reservoir
surface

Data on solar radiation, air temperatures and humidity, and wind
regime in the area
of the reservoir

Calendar pattern of
monthly evaporation
for an actual series
of years, and their
overage and maximum
values

Seepage from
the reservoir

Data obtained from Analytical or graphic
hydrogeological
relationship between
research into the
seepage flow from the
reservoir and water
seepage potential
of the site. bot- exchange with its
tom and banks of
banks and the reserthe planned reser- voir water level
voir and foundation
of bock weter structures, depth of the
ground water table

Purpose

Observations

For the planning of
bank-strengthening
works, relocation of
of industrial buildings and houses', forecasting changes in the
area and volume of the
reservoir, planning
deepening works where
the backwater tapers
off

I
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Calculations using available formulae
and the heat balance of the reservoir
surface taking into account changes in
the wind regime above the surface in
comparison with data from meteorological
stations situated on dry land (55)

Determination of losses
from the reservoir due
to the difference between
evaporation from a water
surface and dry land, taken into
account in hydro-economical
calculations

Hydrogeological calculations of seepage
from the reservoir and water exchange
with the banks as the reservoir level
rises and falls

Determination of water losses
due to seepage from the reservoir and water exchange with
banks "with a view to increasing the accuracy' of calculations of flow regulation and
water economy calculations

Structures and
their component
parts

Meteorological
and hydrological
elements
II.

Water- intake
structures for
water supply or
irrigation

Basic information

Calculation characteristics
ond parameters

Calculation methods

Purposes

Observations

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING STRUCTURES ON UNREGULATED RIVERS (without backwater structures)

River flow

Flow data from
hydrological
yearbooks

Characteristics of annual
flow, distribution during
the year, minimum and maximum flow, annuol sequential
characteristics and probabilities

Calculation of annual
For determining design
sequential characteristics capacity of reservoir
and parameters of probability curve (mean,Cv, Cs)
and calculated design
values

Water level

Short_term syn":'
chronous observation data on
levels at the
structure's section and at the
nearest measurement section
Resul ts of
special investi_
gations on the
water intake
stretch

,Average and maximum levels
by months. Levels of variou~
duration during the year,
overage and maximum levels
during ice coverage and
ice drift

Compilation of curve of
levels relations between
the structure's section
and the meosurement sec_
tion. Construction of
rating curves at the
structure's section

For establishing bench
marks for the depth of
the water intake and
location of the pumps

Distribution of current
speeds and directions
(plan and cross-section)

Preparation of maps of
currents and isotachs
(cross-section) (53)

For the selection of
the planned site of
the water-.intake
structure and development of measures to
prevent scouring ond
silting

Observation data
on turbidity at
the nearest measurement section
and short-term
observations at
the section of
the water .intake
st.x::ucture

Turbidity during various
seasons. Annual sediment
flow - average end for year~
with different hydrologic
conditions and probability.
Sediment flow variations
during the year

Current

Sediments

Channel deformation

Mechanical composition of
sediments during various
phoses of the water regime

Overall evdluation of deChannel surveys
formation dnd dynamics
(aerial surveys)
of the stretch of of its development
ri ver at the point'
where the water_
intake· structure
is to be situated

Evaluation of characteristics of the turbidity regime by correlation with index
river regionalization.
Calculation of sediment
flow from the relation_
ship between turbidity
and river flow "(49)

For calculations of
channel deformation
and for planning
settling tanks

Determination of morphological and morphometric
relationships and
zone forecast of deformation (52)

For selection of planned
site of water-retaining
structure and planning
measures to prevent
scouring and silting

,
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Structures and
their component
ports

Meteorological
and hydrological
elements

Basic information

Water_intake
structures for
water supply or

Heat and ice

regime

Data on heat and
ice regime. Data
on air temperature and wind.
Observations of

irrigation

the stretch with
water-intake
structure

Hydrochemistry

Data on water
chemical a nclyses

River flow,

The same

water levels,

structur~s

collectors of

sediments,

the irrigation
or sewage
system

channel deformation,
currents, heat
and ice regime

Spillway struc-

River flow

ture of the
drainage system

Calculation methods

Purposes

Observations

and parameters

ice phenomena on

Spill way structures of the

Calculation characteristics

Characteristics of heat

regime.

temperatures (average,
and extreme), times and
duration of ice phenomena. Thicknesses of
ice cover. Characteristics of slush ice, ice jams
and dams and floating ice
General mineralization
and chemical composition of water by seasons
of the year (average and
extreme values)

characteristic~

The same basic
data

Monthly air

Calculation of growth of
ice cover in relation to
negative air temperatures (50)

For determining bench
marks for depth of
water intake and
selecting the planned
site of the waterintake 'structure

Calculations of
mineralization

To evaluate suitability
of water for planned
uses and for planning
treatment measures

as for water_retaining

In addition: values of
pre_sowing, sowing and
Qverage (or median~ for
the vegetation period
water discharges of the
receiving river and
dates of the beginning
of the pre-sowing and
sowing periods

For planning the site
of structures, calculating their stability
and developing measures
to prevent silting and
scouring
Determination of average
or median for the vegetative period, pre_sowing
and sowing discharges on
dates determined on the
basis of the total given
for average daily air
temperatures from the
day on which snow cover
'disappears
Determination of maximum
snow_melt and rainfall
discharges by conventional methods but taking
into account the influence
of marshes

For determining throughput capacity and dimensions of apertures of
spillway structure

I
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Structures and
their component
parts

Meteorological
ond hydrological
elements

Basic information

Calculation characteristics
and param'eters

Calculation methods

Purposes

Observations

For rivers that hove not
been studied, the corresponding unit area flows
are determined from
regional formulae or
regional isoline mops

(10,56)
Regulating
sluices and
main canals of
drainage system

Local drainage
flow

Data from special
investigations
through stations
in marshy areas

Navigation bypass channels,
straightening
structures and
moorings

River flow

Data an water dis- Characteristic water discharges from
charges by months for the
hydrological
navigation period (maxiyearbooks
'mum, average and minimum)

Same characteristics as
for local flow

By means of regional
formulae and isoline map~
compiled on the basis
of data from special
investigations (10, 56)

For determining flow
capacity of main
canals and regulating
sluices

Determined by usual
methods

For planning bottom
deepening works,
straightening structures and moorings

Curves of the duration of
daily water discharges
during the navigation
period
Water levels

Results of special
investigation of
the hydraulic
characteristics of
the channel, current speeds and
direction, momen_
tary profiles of
the free surface

Longitudinal profile of
bottom indicating curves
af free surface far choracteristic discharges during
navigation period (under
natural and planned conditions). Mop of channel
stretch with contours of
elevation,. Maps af currents
for characteristic phases
of water regime

Sediment

Standard network
Characteristics af the
observation data. passage, accumulation
Results of more
and erosion of sediment
detailed measure- in the stretch in question
ments of suspended'
and bottom sediment in the
stretch of river
and the collection
of bottom samples

,
'"'",
Determined by usual
methods

Calculation of sediment
balance in the section
in question

For planning bottom
deepening works,
straightening structures and moorings '

Structures and
their component
parts

Meteorological
and hydrological
elements

Bosic information

Calculation characteristics
and parameters

Calculation methods

Channel deformation

Results of
special investigations and successive channel
surveys, and
detailed depth
measurements

Overall scheme of deformations in the river stretch
under study taking into
account the influence of
planned bottom deepening
and straightening works

Determination on the basis
of the results of special
investigations of morpho_
logical and morphometric
relationships (52)

Purposes

Observations

For planning bottom
deepening works,
straightening structures and moorings

,
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Structures and
their component
parts

Meteorological
and hydrological
elements

Basic information

Calculation characteristics
and parameters

III.
Bridges

River flow

Data on maximum
annual discharges
separately for
snow-melt and
rainfall. Longitudinal and tronS-!
verse profiles of
the river at the
approaches to the
bridge section,
and. hydraulic
characteristics
of the section

Calculation methods

Purpose

RIVER SPANNING STRUCTURES

Maximum snow-melt and rain- (a) If observation data
fall discharges. Probability
are avaiLable:
in relation to category of
Construction of prostructure
bability curves and
their extrapolation
to the design probability. Determina_
tion of maximum dis_
charge from the probability curve;

For determining the
head room to be provided by the bridge,
taking into account
dimensions of vessels,
benchmarks of ~ottom
girders of st~uctutes,
the strengthening of
embankments and
bottom, etc.

(b) If no observation data
are available:
Calculation of maximum
discharge at a 1% probability from formulae
and determination of
the maximum for the
design probability
using the coefficient
of transition

Bridges

Water levels

Water, oil and
Water levels
gas pipelines
(inverted siphon)

Data on water
levels and discharges. Curves of
the relationship
between discharges
and water levels
under natural conditions

Observations

The level corresponding to
the design maximum with
freeboard allowing for the
reduction of the river's
cross-section by the bridge,
surge and wind waves. The
level corresponding to the
maximum discharge during
the floating ice period

Determination of level
from curve of discharges
and fall due to narrowing
by means of conventional
hydraulic formula

Lowest levels during summer Determination of levels
and winter low water periods from probability and
highest level corresponding rating curves
to maximum design flow and
highest level during floating ice

,
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For determining depth
of pipeline (inverted
siphon), designing
protection for the
shore part of the pipeline against scouring
and ice

Structures and
their component
parts

Meteorological
and hydrological
elements

Electric power
lines

WOter levels
and discharges

All types of
crossing
structures

Sediment

Data on sediment
regimes observed
or calculated on
the basis of
regionalized data

Annual sediment flow and
its variation~ during the
year. Sediments size distribution

ConventIonal statistical
treatment of the cross. sectional data or of
data obtained by transfer
from the nearest measuring
section

Channel deformation

Results of special
investigations of
the river stretch
and plans of the
stretch on the
basis of aerial
surveys

General deformation scheme
at the crossing section,
taking into account the
influence of proposed
works

Based on channel morpho-

Ice phenomena

Observation data Average ond extreme times
on ice phenomena of ice phenomena. Characand field investi_teristics of slush ice,
gations at the
. spring and autumn floating
cross-section
ice, ice jams, ice dams,
the raising of the level
and the accumulation of
ice on the bank. Maximum
ice thicknesses. Minimum
level of the bottom ice
surface

Basic information

Data on water
levels and dis_
charges,Rating
curves under
natural conditions

Calculation characteristics
and parameters

Calculation methods

Highest level during passage
of maximum discharge of
design probability and
ice jams

Determination of levels
from probability and
rating c'lJrves

Purpose

Observations

To compute height of
power line towers,
taking into account
line sag

To prevent scouring or
sil ting up of the
channel at the crosssection

"

Ill(~try

Planning measures to
On the basis of convenprovide protection
tional statistical observation data processing against ice phenomena
at the crossing sectIon
or data at the measuring
section

,
"''",
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